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ABSTRACT
In the Stanford Linear Collider the electron beam is acceler
ated from 1-50 GeV in a distance of 3 km. The energy is mea
sured and corrected at the end with an energy feedback loop.
There are no bends within the Linear accelerator itself, so no in
termediate energy measurements are made. Errors in the energy
profile due to mis-phasing of the Rf\ or due to calibration errors
in the klystrons' KF outputs are difficult to detect. As the total
betatron phase advance down the accelerator is about 30 x 2ir.
an energy error of a few percent can cause a large error in the
total phase advance. This in turn degrades the performance
of auto-steering programs. We have developed a diagnostic pro
gram which generates and measures several betatron oscillations
in the accelerator. It then analyzes this oscillation, looking for
frequency changes which indicate energy errors. One can then
compensate for or correct these energy errors.
1.

INTRODUCTION

At the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) there are several sys
tems which depend critically on an accurate knowledge of the
accelerator lattice to function properly, Chief among these are
feedback,' and auto-steering.' They both use the transfer ma
trix elements (R12"s) from a corrector to downstream beam po
sition monitors (BPM's) in their calculations. If these R12's are
not accurate then these systems do not work well. The RJ2's
are calculated with an online model, COMFORT, based on our
knowledge of the quadrupole strengths and the beam energy.
Errors in this knowledge cause errors in the calculated lattice
which then make steering and feedback perform poorly.
i

A particularly tough case occurs in the linac, where our
knowledge of the energy profile (energy as a function of dis
tance along the linac) is rather limited. We estimate it from
our knowledge of klystron power outputs. These estimates have
errors. In addition, sometimes the phase of a klystron changes
a large amount without our knowledge, thus changing the en
ergy it contributes to the beam. Also, the main drive line which
propagates the phase reference signal down the 3-km length of
the Linac is not completely stable which causes changes in the
energy profile. Note that there is an energy feedback loop which
stabilizes the energy at the end of the linac, but the energy at
other places in the Linac will vary. These energy errors cause erTOTS in the focusing strengths of the quadrupoles and thus cause
errors in the lattice. The total betatron phase advance in the
linac is about 30 x 2it so it only takes a few percent energy error
to generate an error of more than ir in the phase advance, which
corresponds to a sign error in the Rl2's.
For the above reasons, it is in fact quite common to have
energy errors of several percent and errors in phase advance of
several r. Because of this we cannot auto-steer the whole unac
at once. We are forced to steer it in about 10 short pieces; each
piece is short enough so the cumulative lattice errors are not
significant. This is much slower than steering the whole Unac
at once. These lattice errors also exacerbate another problem.
Beta is not properly matched coming into the linac; as a result,
there are beta beats. As energy errors change, causing the total
phase advance to change, these beta beats move, ft is possible
to fix the beta mismatch in the Final Focus System (FFS) optics,

but it rs a time-consuming procedure and can't bo roprale.i frr
quently. Hence, due to the beta mismatch, changing linac energy
errors cause the beam size to change in the FFS. which r a u ^
problems affecting both luminosity and detector backgrounds.
2.

THE LATTICE DIAGNOSTIC

To attack this problem of la' ice errors in the linac. we have
developed a new online lattice Agnostic program. This pro
gram uses a corrector to purpose
nduce a betatron oscillation,
which it then records by reading i c BPM's. It can display this
measured betatron oscillation on top of the prediction of the
online model. The operator can look to see if ihry agree: if they
don't, the measurements can be s ed to disk so thai offline
programs can be used to look for uiscrele lattice errors., such
as incorrect quadiupole strengths or quadrupole fringe fields on
dipole magnets.
r

One can also run an online fitting program which measure?
the energy profile, since the frequency f a betatron oscillation
depends on the energy. The measured ^dilation is- compared
to that predicted by the model. The enezy profile in the model
is varied until its prediction fits the da H This filled energy
profile is then compared to the nominal :e. and displayed for
the user who can either try to fix the erro. oy adjusting phases')
or update the model with the fitted energies. Note that this
measurement method is not very sensitive to exactly where an
energy error occurs {e.g., it won't be able to tell w-nether an error
is in the first or second klystron of sector 6). However, it is good
enough so that by using the fitted energy values the transfer
matrices all the way down the linac will be well determined.
That is, it determines the phase advance quite well, which is
all that is really needed to cure the two problems above. T h
program will also identify BPM's which don't properly lie on
the betatron oscillation and thus are probably broken.
Q

One might ask why we fit the energy errors rather than just
directly measuring the Rl2's with the two betatron oscillations
After all, it is really only the Rl2's one needs to know. The
answer to this is two fold. First of all, there are about 1200
independent Rl2's. If we evaluate them directly, there is no
redundancy, and a bad BPM will end up with a bad R12 rather
than being flagged as bad. In fitting the energy there are only
about 30 free parameters, so the fit is greatly over-constrained
and will be much more robust against errors in the data. Second,
by fitting the energy errors, we get an answer which has an
easily interpretabte physical meaning which can lead lo finding
the cause of the error (e.g., a poorly phased klystron). Finding
the physical reason why 1200 Rl2's are different from the model
is more difficult.
3.

DETAILS O F T H E E N E R G Y F I T

It is implicitly assumed when doing the energy fit that the
dominant cause of the measured focusing errors is due to errors
in the energy. The Linac is divided into about 30 regions, where
each Tegton contributes the same fractional energy to the beam.
Regions vary in length from 24 m at the beginning of the ac
celerator to 300 m at the end. The fit varies the energy gains
jjj these regions, calculates the iheoretical betatron osciJJatioj;,
and compares it to the measured one. It continues doing this
until it has minimized the chisquared of the difference. This is a
30-parameter nonlinear fit which we want to execute online in
under one minute on a VAX 8800. The idea is straightforward.
The challenge was to make it fast enough.
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Our online modeling program takes about 30 seconds to cal
culate all the transfer matrices from one element to the next
ill the linac Note that there are about 300 each of BPM's,
quadruples, and X and V correctors- Hence, it is impractical
to run the modeling program for each iteration of the fit which
has i d.ffcrent guess for the energy gains. Instead, thi* model M,
run once and the transfer matrices from one BPM to the next,
and their derivatives with respect to energy are saved to disk.
Now the calculation of the theoretical betatron oscillation for a
given set of energy errors only involves adding and multiplying
300 2 x 2 matrices, which is much faster. In fact, the whole
30-pArameter fit to 12U0 data point» (300 BPM's times 2 for N
and y times 2 for two betatron oscillations cent/rated (10* out of
phase) takes just one tu two minutes

4.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

We now have six months* experience u-dng ihi*- !a:T:re d
agnostic at the Sl.C. In its simple form where it neruvTiV- ;tr-i
measures a betatron osdMaiiuii ami unipari's the mi'.i.-iiren.eir
to the model, it has become a stainU.-i! ton! used IT. ?.V. par:," of
the SLC. not just the hnac With a minimum o! setup um-, o?>e
ran check the lattice for focusing errors Wh*-:. rrr^:- are >ee;,.
the result* are saved to disk and offline anah*i> i> u-ed t.. try
to localize the error.
The special energy fit for the linac has riut U*en a-, s u n r ^
Ful, Figure 1(a) shows the comparison of ihrdaln add tii>- nn-de]
without the energy fu as- produced by the program I IHT.- J-. &i,
obvious frequency differeiuv F:gur*' If hi show-, the <-an,*- data
where the e?ierg> fit has l-eej, dui:*- The c:;i>t{u.trei! i> J7 I :V:
'2tl degrees of freedom, and thu? tin- tit i^ exctlirut. The on
line display is in c«lor and shows that the two HP-Mr- whvre
the agreement is very pour were known to be defective. '1 he
problem is that the energy error* determined by ;he Hi ate in"
physically reasonable. It finds 20 'S\f/l energy errors, which an
considerably larger than we beliew them lo be. On suco»ive
measurements, these errors reproduce with only a 1-2 A varia
tion. Wheij we purposely cause an energy error by turning oi: a
Klystron, the program set** the change correctly. Our cunciuMon
is that some systematic problem exists in the jmviMirrment or
lattice which the fit is forced to interpret a> energy errors. We
are investigating the possibility (hat t!u- quad ru pules have a few
percent calibration error or that the BPM's have ft random error
in their gains of about lO'/t.
1

We expect that when we find and fix the systematic error, we
will then have a tool which will allow us *o rapidly localize ener^v
errors in the hnac. and then either fix them or compensate for
them in the model.
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Fig. 1. Graphic output from the latlict diagnostic pro
grnrn. The solid lint show:- Iht mcasurtd betatron otctt*
let ion: (a) the dashed line shou-s the prediction of the
moei(t, \'ot£ the frx/fuincy r> u-voug causing a 2z trior in
the iotal phase advance; (b/ the dashed line shoving (In
energy fit lies almost exactly on top of the data
t
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